Abstract-Actuator saturation is a common phenomenon in the control of multivariable systems which causes two major problems for control engineers, namely windup and directionality. This paper focuses on a Two-stage Multivariable IMC Antiwindup (TMIA) structure for open-loop stable plants. This IMC-based control structure is of interest because it tackles the aforementioned problems in an intuitive and easy to tune way. The highlight of this structure is the solution of two low-order quadratic programs to control both steady-state and transient behaviours of the plant. The controller is tested by application to a multivariable Quadruple Tank process controlled by a PLC. The TMIA structure is found to outperform its IMC counterparts in handling windup and directionality. Results obtained demonstrate the realizability of the advanced control technique on an off-the-shelf industrial PLC. Thus the TMIA structure is presented as a competitive alternative in terms of tuning transparency and reduced computations to other advanced control techniques such as MPC which are limited by the low computational power offered by standard PLCs.
I. INTRODUCTION
All real world control applications involve magnitude or rate constraints on actuators. If these constraints are not accounted for in the controller design, it could lead to poor transient response, closed-loop performance degradation and even instability [1] . At these constraint limits, saturation occurs and there is a mismatch between the requested controller output and the achievable plant input. The significant difference causes an accumulation of error which must be offset in the opposite direction long enough for the controller action to return to normal. This results in transients/overshoots which must decay before the system returns to a linear regime and the controller is said to 'windup'. In the design of analytical dynamic controllers such as Internal Model Control, a common approach is to first design a linear controller neglecting the constraints which satisfies all the closed-loop performance requirements and then add a saturation compensation scheme to ensure graceful performance degradation of the closed-loop when the constraints become active. These ad hoc methods are usually known as antiwindup compensation [1] - [4] .
In multivariable systems, a further problem associated with actuator saturation is called input directionality. Unlike SISO systems, the MIMO gain depends on the direction of the input vector [5] . A process exhibits directionality when the awo.king-hans@manchester.ac.uk william.heath@manchester.ac.uk razak.alli-oke@manchester.ac.uk saturated controller output yields a system response that is not 'closest' to the system response of the unconstrained controller output [6] . The problem of directionality compensation is calculating a feasible plant input on the basis of a given unconstrained controller output. In [6] , [7] , an optimal directionality compensation problem is presented as a finite-time horizon, state dependent, constrained quadratic optimization problem. Its objective is to minimize the distance between the output of the unsaturated plant with an ideal controller and the output of the saturated plant with a directionality compensator. This problem is similarly dealt with under the name of input allocation with an extensive survey in [8] on control allocation algorithms for linear and non-linear models.
The problems of windup and directionality can be overcome with Model Predictive Control where the constraints are explicitly accounted for and the controller action is the solution to a constrained optimization problem [7] . MPC applications have gained widespread use in industrial process especially in refining and petrochemical industries [9] . However, robust MPC design techniques increase the controller computational and memory requirements and long-horizon MPC is usually deployed on expensive dedicated digital computers. There is current research into fast online MPC implementation [10] - [13] on platforms such as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and Programmable Automation Controllers (PACs) [14] . A novel IMC-based online optimizing anti-windup control structure that simultaneously handles the issues of windup and directionality is proposed in [15] . This Two-stage Multivariable IMC Antiwindup (TMIA) control structure does not require the receding horizon computation of MPC and may serve as an alternative to MPC which is computationally less expensive and more transparent in terms of tuning and robustness. This is particularly attractive because it can be implemented on a cheap digital industrial platform as we demonstrate in this paper. Simulation results presented in [15] show that the TMIA controller competes favourably with long horizon MPC (where the number of optimization variables and constraints is a multiple of the prediction horizon [8] ) while only requiring the computation capacity of a single horizon MPC.
This paper focuses on real-time implementation of IMC antiwindup strategies on a PLC for the control of a Quadruple Tank system described in [16] . It compares the TMIA controller with other IMC strcutures in terms of performance and highlights the computation requirements for the implementation of this optimization-based algorithm on a PLC.
II. TWO STAGE MULTIVARIABLE IMC ANTIWINDUP (TMIA) CONTROL FORMULATION
A classical IMC design [17] consists of two major steps: model factorization and robustness filter design where the plant modelG(z) is factorized into an invertible and noninvertible part such thatG(z) =G + (z)G − (z) andG + (1) = I. G + (z) contains time delays and zeros ofG(z) outside the complex unit circle andG − (z) has a stable realizable inverse. Addition of a low-pass filter F(z) provides robustness of the IMC loop to modelling errors. For a multivariable plant, a diagonal filter is used and the IMC controller is given by
where m is the number of manipulated variables. Adjustment of the filter tuning parameter a i is very transparent and suitable for manipulating online. This makes IMC a good choice for multivariable control.
A modified IMC structure shown in Figure 1 is described in [2] to deal with the undesirable effects associated with the standard IMC structure during saturation. Q IMC (z) is assumed to be bi-proper minimum phase stable and is factorized as shown in Figure 1 such that:
F B (z) is an additional filter discussed in Section III-C. Assuming no plant-model mismatch, the closed-loop equations are given by
where the controller (4) is directly fed with information on the saturation action. One choice of Q f (z) and
where the non-causal filter F A (z) is chosen to be diagonal in order to avoid introducing any change in the output direction and such that lim
is minimum phase stable to guarantee internal stability of the closed-loop system and Q b (z) must be strictly proper to be implementable (free of algebraic loops).
Fig. 1: Modified IMC Antiwindup Structure
A novel TMIA control structure proposed in [15] directly addresses the problems of windup and directionality change which affect multivariable plants under input constraints such as actuator saturation. Two low-order Quadratic Programs (QPs) are solved at each sample step: the dynamic QP (QP 1 ) shown in Figure 2 addresses transient behaviour of the plant ensuring that the constrained system response is as close as possible to the unconstrained, while the steady-state QP (QP 2 ) ensures optimal steady-state performance. The two QPs have similar structures -convex QPs solved over a single-step horizon subject to the same input constraints. For the dynamic QP, the optimization problem is formulated as:
where m is the number of manipulated variables and v and u are the constrained and unconstrained inputs respectively with W assumed to be a positive definite symmetric matrix that penalizes deviations in the constrained control inputs from the unconstrained and their relative importance. C is the characteristic matrix of the square system as defined as lim z→∞ [diag{z r m }G(z)]. The steady-state performance optimization seeks to minimize the error between feasible steadystate target y s and the reference r within the limitations of the input constraints by obtaining suitable values for y s and u s which satisfies:
where u s is the value of the control input which causes the controlled variable to attain y s in steady-state. From Figure 2 , d is the disturbance estimate obtained as the difference between the measured plant output y and the model outputỹ and K p is the steady-state gain of the plant (G(1) for discretetime systems). The steady-state QP is solved to obtain an optimal feasible steady-state target y * s according to: (10) subject to the inequality and equality constraints:
where Q ss is a positive definite symmetric matrix for penalizing deviations in the controlled variables and their relative importance. The equality constraint ensures the steady-state requirement of (9). The TMIA structure summarily works such that if the set point target is achievable in steady-state, the difference between the reference r and the disturbance estimated is passed to the dynamic QP for the solution of the optimal control input v * . Otherwise if input constraint violation causes the steady-state target to be unachievable, the steadystate QP computes a feasible steady-state target y s which is optimally close to reference r . The difference between the feasible steady-state target and the current disturbance estimate is then passed to the dynamic QP for computation of v * .
An equivalent optimization problem to (10) can be obtained by eliminating the equality constraints to obtain:
This transformed problem is now to optimize only over variable u s with inputs as the difference between reference r and the disturbance estimated. An optimal solution u * s of (11) ensures that the optimal y * s of the original problem in (10) is found via the steady-state model of (9) .
Equations (8) and (11) can be written in standard QP form as: 
III. THE QUADRUPLE TANK SET UP A. Description
The Quadruple Tank system is a multivariable laboratory process consisting of 4 interconnected water tanks of uniform cross-sectional area, 2 pumps and a water basin as presented in [16] . The Quadruple Tank system fabricated by Quanser [18] is shown in Figure 3 with inputs as voltages to the 2 pumps, and outputs as water levels in the two lower tanks.
The maximum operating voltage of the pumps is 12V, hence the inputs are constrained between 0-10V in the controller design. Each of the pumps thrust water vertically to the tanks via two orifices of different sizes provided by Quanser. Through these orifices, a piping connection is made to the tank based on the configuration required. Each tank also has outlets for discharge of water back into the water basin and the user can also vary the areas of discharge using different orifice sizes. The apparatus thus forms an autonomous and closed recirculating system [18] . The Quadruple tank process can be set up to be minimum or non-minimum phase depending on the sizes of the orifices and piping connections used. Details of how the location of zeros inside or outside the unit circle can be adjusted by varying the valve positions is described in [16] .
The water levels are measured by pressure sensors located at the bottom of each tank. The sensor output is a 0-5V analog signal which corresponds to 0-25cm of water height. This 0-5V analog signal is interfaced with the PC through a signal conditioning board. The Quanser quadruple tank system is provided with hardware and QuaRC software that allows real-time interface between MATLAB its sensors and actuators. The complete real-time control of the Quadruple Tank process include hardware peripherals which are: 1) Quanser 8-channel USB Data Acquisition board, 2) Analog Sensors Adapter and 3) 2-channel Linear Voltage Amplifier. Two control platforms are utilized; the QuaRC platform for testing the control design before deploying to a Siemens PLC which is main focus of our results. This paper only reports results for the minimum phase setting of the quadruple tanks. This is desirable as the configuration allows higher closed-loop bandwidth and thus requires faster computation on the PLC. The TMIA controller is also suitable for non-minimum phase systems and has been implemented by carrying out an inner-outer factorization of the plant model but results are beyond the scope of this paper. The plant is calibrated according to information provided in the Quanser user manual [18] . Figure 4 shows a snapshot of the Quadruple Tank system connected to the hardware peripherals and PLC.
B. Model Identification
The system transfer function is of the form
where y 1 and y 2 are the levels of the two lower tanks and v 1 and v 2 are the input voltages from pumps 1 and 2 respectively. The system is minimum phase stable with poles and zeros inside the unit circle.
C. TMIA control design for Quadruple Tank
A Two-stage Multivariable IMC Antiwindup controller is designed for the Quadruple Tank process. First, a classical IMC controller is designed factorizing the plant modelG(z) is into an invertible and non-invertible part. The IMC tuning parameters, (a 1 = 0.65, a 2 = 0.85) are such that the frequency of the maximum sensitivity is greater than the closed-loop bandwidth (σ (S) > 0.2rad/s). F(z) is considered separately from F B (z) and is chosen such that Q IMC (z) is biproper according to [2] for the design of the MIMC controller. Also the specification for reference tracking and zero steady-state error is achieved since the conditions for integral action, [F B (z)F(z)G + (z)] z→1 = I is met. The MIMC controller is now obtained by factorizing the biproper Q IMC (z) to obtain Q b (z) and Q b ( f ) using the non-causal filter F A (z) as A primal-dual interior point method [20] is used for the quadratic optimization in the TMIA controller. The positive definite symmetric weighting matrices, W and Q ss are chosen as identity. The stopping criterion for the interior point algorithm was set to 10 −3 and the maximum number of iterations was constrained to 200.
IV. CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION
The TMIA control design was implemented in the Siemens SIMATIC S7-300 CPU 314C-2 PN/DP PLC using Ladder logic which is easily understood by operators in industry and as such easier to tune. The PLC consists of an integrated power supply and CPU unit and two I/O modules. The power supply converts 230VAC line voltage to a 24VDC operating voltage to supply its S7-300 rack and load circuits. The I/O modules consist of 24 digital inputs, 16 digital outputs, 5 analog inputs and 2 analog outputs. The inputs on the PLC side are the water levels in the two lower tanks while the outputs are the volage supplied to the pumps. Two analog I/Os are used with a voltage range of 0-10V.
The PLC provides 192KB working memory on an external card. The CPU executes user programs and communicates with other nodes via an MPI interface which is an integrated interface for all Siemens SIMATIC products. The PLC also supports Ethernet communication via an integrated PROFINET (Industrial Ethernet) interface; this is the communication link used. The PLC is programmed using a Programming Device (PG) which in this case is a PC with Siemens Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) Portal version 11 software installed.
Real-time data acquisition is obtained via OPC toolbox and a KEPServerEX5 OPC server. With the controller running on the PLC, the KEPServerEX5 provides an interface for SIMULINK to read data continuously from PLC memory and to write desired set-points to the PLC. The PLC scan time is set to 1s which coincides with the sampling time for the discretization of the plant transfer function.
V. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The PLC program utilizes both memory and temporary variables. The values of the memory variables are stored in the PLC memory until a reset occurs while temporary variables are not stored. MD (Memory Double Word) variables are utilized in the TMIA program. The S7-300 CPU 314C-2 PN/DP model provides 256 bytes of memory for the MD format which are 4 bytes long; this results in a total of 64 MD variables available for our use. Since this is insufficient for the TMIA program, temporary variables are utilized to a large extent. Only a few variables which need to be preloaded to memory such as the QP parameters and variables which need to be read by the OPC server are stored as MD variables. For example, the use of MD variables is limited by taking advantage of the symmetry of the Hessian matrices where only one off-diagonal element is stored in memory.
VI. RESULTS
In order to test the efficiency of the TMIA controller, two set-point profiles were applied to the Quadruple Tank to sufficiently excite windup and process directionality in the system. Sufficient step magnitudes were chosen to simulate situations where the controllers to be compared would usually yield a degraded performance.
• Profile 1: Level set points of 12cm applied in the same direction with no lag between them. Figure 5 the IMC controller yields a poor performance due to saturation. This response is as expected since the IMC controller takes no account of the saturation effect and as such the output does not track setpoint when the constraints are active. The MIMC output yields a better performance where Tank 1 tracks the reference signal but Tank 2 is unable to meet the set-point due to active constraints. Since the TMIA algorithm works by recalculating an optimal realizable reference signal (not shown in figure for the sake of visual clarity), it recalculates a slightly higher set-point for Tank 1 and a lower one for Tank 2. The steadystate QP uses the knowledge of the constraints to calculate a new reference. It has been observed from simulation study that the TMIA algorithm avoids the constraint limits and only saturates where the requested step magnitude is very high as in this case. The weight W in the QP parameters can be adjusted to reflect priority on a particular output in maintaining the set-point. It must also be noted that profile 1 requests set-points at the very limit of the tanks capacity which will not be the case in practice; this is in order to force the TMIA controller to saturation even though for a short time as seen in Figure 5b . For a reduced set-point than this value, the TMIA controller achieves perfect set-point tracking and the realizable reference is kept as close to the set-point at all times. Figure 6a , both IMC and MIMC controllers are clearly unable to handle directionality problems in the Quadruple Tank system, their control inputs in Figure 6b remain saturated for a long time and steers the output of Tank 1 in the wrong direction. The TMIA controller handles the problem of directionality by recalculating optimal setpoints and control inputs which though much lower, steer the strongly coupled plant in the right direction. The inputs as seen in Figure 6b remain unsaturated.
B. PLC Implementation Results
The TMIA program utilized only 19% (36.2KB) of the PLC working memory, 10% of its available RAM and 0.12% of retentive memory. 25% of this total utilized memory is contained in the two quadratic programs. Each interior point algorithm utilized 186 FLOPs including move operations. The highest number of iterations for the quadratic program is 37 as shown in Figure 7 , the number of iterations tends to increase as the set-point requested increases and vice versa. The longest cycle time for the execution of the TMIA program obtained from the PLC online diagnostics was 30ms which is far below the scan cycle monitoring rate of 1s. Thus the optimal solutions for the references and control inputs were always obtained during each scan cycle. These results indicate the the PLC can be used for the control of faster Figure 7 it is seen that there is a direct relationship between the number of iterations and the execution time. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The TMIA controller was successfully implemented on the Quadruple Tank system via a Siemens SIMATIC S7-300 CPU 314C-2 PN/DP PLC and the Quanser QuaRC platform. The TMIA structure in comparison was found to outperform the classical IMC and Modified IMC controllers in terms of handling windup and directionality when extreme set-points are requested. From the memory utilization and execution time of the TMIA controller, a standard industrial PLC has been shown to be a cost effective solution for the implementation of an advanced control technique without the need for an expensive and specialized system. This is beneficial in an industrial setting since PLCs provide the stability and reliability which most digital computers do not offer. The TMIA controller is shown to be a useful tool for the practical implementation of optimized multivariable control as it offers the advantages of single horizon computation requirements as compared to MPC.
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